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®

Advancing Boardroom Diversity
► Access more than 1.5 million profiles,
including thousands of highly
qualified, diverse candidates through
the Equilar Diversity Network
► Identify diverse candidates through
immediate network connections
► Maintain an evergreen pipeline
of qualified candidates for
future openings
Visit www.equilar.com/boardedge
to learn more.

Global Partner and Advisor

We are experts in global executive search, mergers and
acquisitions, and strategic advisory for the Executive Search,
Leadership Advisory and Human Capital Consulting Industries.
What we do

We work in partnership with CEO’s, Managing Partners and their
senior leadership teams to execute their growth strategies through:
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Advisory Services on Compensation
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Succession Planning
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Team Lift-Outs

About the Report

T

he age of the Great Reset and the Great Resignation has proven to be a fruitful yet
demanding climate for the executive search and leadership consulting profession. In
an environment of accelerated change on a global scale, 2021 was a year of intense
demand for our profession’s services. As a result, the profession experienced record growth.
Heightened demand has continued into Q2 as companies invest in leaders, teams and culture
for the post-COVID era.
2021 was the strongest year on record for executive search and leadership consulting. No
other year, including those following right after the Great Recession, has had the same level
of growth in the 30 years AESC has been tracking performance data for the profession.
Part of that demand certainly stems from the fallout of COVID-19 which led to the Great
Resignation, with many executives leaving the workforce altogether or embarking on
entirely new ventures. But the greatest driver is a mass societal shift, a great, complex time
of intense change which, perhaps accelerated by COVID-19, was already brewing before the
global outbreak.
A powerful convergence of digital transformation, the drive for diversity equity and inclusion,
and a new focus on ESG, combined with both a societal and organizational restructuring
following the pandemic, means organizations are focused on driving change. They seek
new, agile leaders who can constantly adapt and foster innovation for a new era of business.
Fueled by a heightened awareness of talent retention amid the Great Resignation, they are
investing more in teams and culture. Nearly all AESC members are now providing some form
of leadership consulting services beyond executive search, all driven by client demand.

consultants are taking on more searches on average with shallower talent pools. Assignments
are harder. Opportunities for leadership consulting continues to grow. Assessments have
become more critical and succession planning is on the minds of CEOs and Boards.
Even with these new challenges, the profession has never been stronger nor the opportunities
greater. The following annual report, our AESC State of the Executive Search and Leadership
Consulting Profession study along with our AESC Member Outlook, provides insight into
how our profession performed throughout 2021 and how our services continue to evolve
to meet client demand. We look at the financial performance of the profession globally and
across industries and geographies and share a forecast from our members around the world
predicting trends for the year ahead.
AESC is dedicated to strengthening leadership worldwide. We are committed to the success
of our members and providing valuable insight on our profession. As a promise to our
members, we Shape. Connect. Educate.
Thanks to everyone who made this report possible.
Karen Greenbaum
AESC President & CEO
May 2022

While current demand is strong and financially rewarding for most firms, with it comes new
complexities. Talent both within and outside the profession is in short supply. Executive search
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2021
Performance
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An historic growth year
for executive search and
leadership consulting.
Our AESC State of the Executive Search and
Leadership Consulting Profession data reveals
that by the end of 2021, estimated global
revenues for the executive search and leadership
consulting profession*, across all lines of business,
grew 42% year-over-year to reach $20B USD, the
strongest year-over-year growth in the 30 years
AESC has analyzed growth in the profession.
By Q4 of 2020, the profession was back to prepandemic levels. Growth has accelerated from
there.
*The following analysis is based on data provided by
participating AESC Member firms. (See page 47.)
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Revenues for both executive
search and leadership
consulting experienced
massive gains in 2021.
Despite the difficulties during the first half of 2020,
2021 was an unprecedented rebound for the
profession. Both executive search and leadership
consulting revenues grew at record rates. At 2021
year-end, leadership consulting grew by 31% and
comprised 8.7% of global revenues. Executive
search revenues grew 44% and comprised 89.6% of
revenues compared to 87.8% two years prior.
Interim management grew by 6%* and accounted
for 1.2% of revenues. While Interim revenue grew
at a slower rate on average, those firms with
substantial investment in Interim services grew
significantly.
*For example, Heidrick & Struggles’ acquisition of Business
Talent Group last year is a testament to the growing
on-demand, project-based, and interim executive talent
space, and a key example of how some firms are investing
in this business in significant new ways. For other firms
with smaller or minimal investment in Interim, those
revenues were either flat or declined year-over-year.
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As total revenues increased,
average revenues per
revenue generator and
employee also grew.
Due to the historic demand for services, an overall
revenue increase for the profession is reflected
in the year-on-year average revenue per revenue
generator and average revenue per employee also
increased.
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Average searches and fees
both increase.
Due to increased demand, consultants are taking
on more searches and the average fee per search
increased.
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Time to complete a search
decreased in 2021.
As consultants are conducting more searches
on average, they also complete them faster. The
average time to completion decreased in 2021
compared to 2020.
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The greatest regional gains
in market share came from
North America in 2021.
By the end of 2021, North America accounted for
about 60% of the revenues within the profession.
Europe lost market share, down from a third in
2020 to 30% in 2021.
The average search fee is also highest in North
America, with Europe and Asia Pacific sharing
similar average search fees.
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Financial Services led in
volume of searches and
revenue growth in 2021.
While both revenues and the volume of executive
searches grew across all industries in 2021 by
at least 20%, the most growth occurred in the
Financial Services sector with 92% revenue growth
and searches growing by 51%. Searches within
the Financial Services sector also commanded the
greatest fees, with an average fee of $164,000
USD.
Financial Services accounts for the greatest market
share within the profession (25%), followed by
Industrial/Manufacturing (20%).
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GLOBAL FORCES

• COVID-19

• Purpose Driven Leadership

• Disrupted Travel/Mobility
• Accelerating Rate of Change
• Digital Transformation
• Declining Trust in Institutions
• Ukraine
• Stakeholder Activism
• Focus on Wellness
• Climate Change
• Digital Connectivity

BUSINESS
IMPLICATIONS

• Rising Trust in Business vs. Institutions

Key Themes
Impacting the
Profession

• Digital Commerce
• 24/7 Connection to Customers
• Supply Chain Disruptions
• Demand for DEI
• Rise of ESG
• Sustainability on the Board & C-suite Agenda
• Investment in Corporate Wellness
• Investment in Talent & Culture
• Taking Stances on Social/Political Issues
• Partnership Ecosystems
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EXECUTIVE
SEARCH
& LEADERSHIP
CONSULTING
TRENDS

• Virtual Search & Onboarding

• Investment in our Own Talent

• Talent Shortage Creates “Candidate Market”
• Demand for Diverse Talent

• Assessment – virtual environment has strengthened need
for in-depth assessment

• More Hybrid Roles Where Location Flexibility is Key

• Board Search & Board Effectiveness Continues to Grow

• Demand for Digital Transformation Across all Functions

• CEO Succession is a Rapidly Growing Service

• Links Between Culture, Attraction and Retention

• Private Equity Investments Creating New Opportunities for
PE Firms & Portfolio Companies

• Focus on Sustainability
• Shortage of Talent in our Profession

• On Demand Talent – Growing Significantly for Those Who
Have a Significant Presence

Change the way you think
about people, leadership, and
performance.
Learn more about our talent aquisition and talent
development tools at hoganassessments.com

Are you ready to take advantage of the
incredible opportunity in 2022? It’s time to

Read our full Exec Search Grid 2022 report at

Invenias.com/trends

Clarity in a
complex world.
For more than 25 years, Mintz Group has been trusted with
vetting candidates for the highest profile C-level and board
placements around the world.
Using a mix of cutting-edge technology and expert analysis,
we verify the professed qualifications of candidates and
uncover inconsistencies, omissions and red flags that may
hide in their backgrounds.
To learn more, visit mintzgroup.com
or contact us at: info@mintzgroup.com

PROUD PARTNERS OF

The Year
Ahead—
A View from
Firm Leaders
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Firm leaders more optimistic
about their firms vs. the
global economy or their
national economy.
We asked more than 400 leaders of AESC member
executive search and leadership consulting firms to
share with us their forecast for their own firms in
the year ahead.
Firm leaders, as they have consistently for the past
three years, shared a significantly more positive
outlook for their firms than the global economy or
their national economies.
By region, firm leaders in North America shared
the most optimistic outlook for their firms, whereas
leaders in other regions were closely aligned in their
outlook for the year ahead.
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Strengthening client
relationships is the top
business priority among
AESC members.
While firm leaders ranked increasing focus on
business development as their no. 1 priority last
year coming out of the slowdown from the first
year of the pandemic, now after a strong year of
growth, firm leaders are more highly prioritizing
their relationships with their clients, improving
their competencies and building out their services.
Business development is still important but with
the heightened demand from clients seeking postCOVID change and the Great Resignation fueling
demand for executive search, it ranks at the bottom
of the top 5 list of priorities this year.

2022

2021
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Hiring within the profession
declines for all roles.
While about a third of firm leaders plan to hire
more consultants and researchers this year, this is
a decline from the 50% who were hiring for these
roles last year. Nearly one half of firm leaders plan
to decrease interim hires this year, which suggests
the interim spike immediately following the
pandemic may be starting to wane.
While hiring trends may seem at odds with the
continued great demand for services, there may
be more uncertainty on the horizon in the minds of
firm leaders compared to last year, which may be
influencing hiring within the profession for the year
ahead.
The majority (59%) of AESC members expected no
significant change in fees last year. This year, more
than a half expect their fees to increase. Only 3%
expect a decline in fees this year.
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Amid the Great Resignation,
retaining talent becomes a
bigger focus for clients.
Like last year, hiring leaders who can drive change
tops the list of issues clients are most discussing
with AESC members. Our current era is one of
massive change with both digital technology
and the reset following the COVID-19 pandemic
accelerating the rate of change.
Attracting diverse and digital talent remains a
priority for clients, with digital transformation
along with retaining top talent entering the top 5
list of client concerns. Retaining top talent moved
from no. 8 last year to no. 4 this year, revealing the
heightened focus on retention in the wake of the
Great Resignation.
AESC members mostly align with clients in how
they are prioritizing ESG-related issues. The one
exception is environmental sustainability. On a
scale of 100, AESC members rate it 45 compared
to clients who gave it an average score of 61. While
clients have more work to do in this area, we as
a profession need to catch up as sustainability
becomes a greater focus.
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In addition to Executive
Search, a majority of
AESC member firms offer
Assessment and Coaching
& Leadership Development
services.
More than half of AESC members offer Board
Advisory as a standalone service. Only about a third
of AESC member firms offer culture assessment
as its own service, while about a quarter offer DEI
consulting services. Few AESC members are offering
services in Digital Readiness or M&A.
Nearly all AESC member firms are using
psychometric assessments in Executive Search,
with some being used in Leadership Development
and Succession Planning. Few psychometric
assessments are being used for Interim Executive
services.
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Growth for Executive Search
expected to continue this
year.
2021 was a record year for growth in Executive
Search. Firm leaders expect continued growth
through this year with 81% rating it the no. 1
service for growth in the year ahead. Digital
readiness & transformation fell off the top 5 list of
growth services for this year.
With clients continuing to place enhanced focus
on DEI strategies within their organizations, more
AESC members see DEI consulting as a growth
service compared to last year. DEI only ranked as
a top 5 growth service for North America last year,
but this year, firm leaders in Asia, Europe and Latin
America include it in their top 5. It did not rank as
a top 5 growth service among AESC members in
Africa, the Middle East or the Pacific.
Technology leads as the top growth sector this year.
With supply chains and energy sources disrupted,
there are new opportunities for growth in the
Industrial/Manufacturing/Energy sector, which
climbed to no. 2 compared to no. 4 last year.
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The United States tops the
list of expected growth
markets in 2022.
The United States tops the list of growth markets
for this year, surpassing China which held the spot
last year. According to AESC members globally,
two out of the top three growth markets for the
year are in Asia—Greater China (no. 2) and India,
which climbed to no. 3 from no. 5 last year. The
top 5 is rounded out by Germany (no. 4) and the
Middle East at no. 5 which did not make the list of
expected growth markets last year. Southeast Asia
(no. 3 last year) fell from the top 5 list this year.
Due to Russia’s war with Ukraine*, AESC members
ranked Eastern Europe as the most challenged
market for the year ahead, which did not make the
list of most challenged markets last year. China
also made the list of challenged markets this year
(no. 2) and also did not appear on the list last year.
China also ranks at the same time as a no. 2 growth
market for the year.
*Half of the survey responses were completed
before the invasion of Ukraine.
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Thank you to Boyden for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

Change is in
the air ...
and so is
opportunity.

Transformational change is upon us.
Now, more than ever, CEOs will need to have more than a vision and managerial courage, as these changes will require new
skills within the leadership team. As a trusted advisor to CEOs and companies for more than 75 years, we’ve provided the right
leadership at the right time, helping organizations capitalize on every opportunity to evolve and meet the changing times,
head on.
Opportunity is knocking. Let us open the door.
www.boyden.com
The Right Leadership. Worldwise.™

Thank you to Heidrick & Struggles for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

We help our clients change the world
One leadership team at a time®

www.heidrick.com

Thank you to LHH Knightsbridge for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

Finding transformational
leaders is our expertise.

http://www.lhhknightsbridge.com

Thank you to Odgers Berndtson for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

The bison is the only animal that runs into an approaching storm
because it knows that’s the fastest way through it.
In March 2020, our leaders didn’t freeze or run away from challenges.
They asked “How can we help?” and used our data and expertise to
quickly identify and mobilize hundreds of medical professionals to relocate
to high need cities.
Our tenacious team pulled this off with an innovative mindset, bold thinking
and teamwork.

Thank you to AESC for recognizing our commitment to the community. And thanks to the medical community
that led us through the height of the pandemic and continues to serve us all today.

odgersberndtson.com/en-us

odgersberndtson.com/en-ca

Thank you to Panorama for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

Global Community of
Leadership Experts

400+

50

40

Dedicated Consultants

Offices Globally

Top 40 Global Executive Search and
Leadership Advisory organizations.

www.panorama-leadership.com

Thank you to Russell Reynolds for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

Thank you to Spencer Stuart for being a Conference Platinum Sponsor

In an era of ambiguity and change, the
ability to discover and develop the right
leadership for the future is the best
predictor of organizational success and
long-term viability.

a r e you

ready?

Spencer Stuart helps clients around the world select
and develop executives, enhance individual and team
effectiveness, and evolve their organizational cultures to
enable them to respond with agility to change.

ExEcutivE SEarch
Board SErvicES
cEo SuccESSion Planning
ExEcutivE aSSESSmEnt
lEadErShiP conSulting

Learn more at www.spencerstuart.com

AESC
Member
Outlook
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Economic outlook trends
upward for most AESC
members in 2022.
In general, AESC members have a more positive
outlook for both the global economy and their
country’s economy this year compared to last year.
This trend carries across regions with the exception
of slight dips for Asia and MENA. On a scale of 100,
AESC members globally rated the global economy 4
points higher than last year—60 compared to 56.
When it comes to outlook for their national
economies, only AESC members in Africa and Latin
America rated their outlook slightly lower this year.
The greatest differences come from AESC members
in Europe and North America who scored the
outlook for their national economies 8 points higher
than last year.
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AESC members are
optimistic about the
economic growth of the
profession.
When it comes to the economic outlook
for the profession itself, AESC members
are optimistic. AESC members from global
firms to boutiques all share a greater
outlook for Executive Search this year,
10 points greater or more than last year
for most. The outlook for Leadership
Consulting is also more positive this year.
For those who have invested significantly in
Interim and on-demand executive services,
the outlook is also positive.
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COVID-19 disruptions top
the list of external issues still
impacting clients.
While much of the world is in a recovery phase from
the global COVID-19 pandemic that has impacted
the globe since early 2020, disruptions from the
pandemic continue to present new challenges for
clients. The shakeup from both COVID and the
Great Resignation have presented a severe shortage
of talent for key executive roles. Many of those roles,
driven by digital technology, did not exist even just
a few years ago, so finding the right and available—
and increasingly diverse—talent presents clients
with a level of competition not previously known.
AESC members agree with clients on the most
important competencies for a post-pandemic
environment—adaptable and agile. AESC members,
however, rank emotional intelligence and customercentricity as more important in their roles than
do clients. Clients rank innovation as a top 5
competency whereas it does not make the list for
AESC members.
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An historic talent shortage
presents an immense
opportunity and challenge
for the profession.
AESC members rank the talent shortage as both the
no. 1 opportunity and the no. 1 challenge for this year.
Several forces are colliding which present immense
opportunity for the profession—the COVID-19 reset,
fallout from the Great Resignation, and an intense
demand for both digital and diverse talent. These
forces led to record growth in the profession last year
with continued momentum throughout this year.
While ESG continues to grow as a focus for clients,
it ranked as the no.10 opportunity for the profession
this year. This is an area more AESC members may
want to look for opportunities as clients invest in ESG
as a strategic priority for their organizations.
While there is massive opportunity, there are also new
challenges. The evolving VUCA business environment,
rapid acceleration of digital technology and the
Russian war in Ukraine all present new disruptions
and uncertainty. AESC members also rank being slow
to adapt and change as a top 5 risk for the profession
this year.
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Digital technology and ESG
drive demand for trending
and emerging roles.
Digital acceleration has created demand for C-level
technology-related roles for a decade, but since
the global pandemic, this demand has reached
levels of intensity previously unseen. From Chief
Transformation Officers to Chief AI Officers, the
C-suite is increasingly digital-focused.

Emerging Executive Roles According to AESC Members

Chief

ESG is also a driver of new C-level positions. AESC
members see a heightened demand for Chief
Sustainability Officers and Chief Diversity Officers,
and emerging demand for Chief Wellness Officers.

Officer
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Thank you to Diversified Search for being a Conference Gold Sponsor

Thank you to Faro for being a Conference Gold Sponsor

We’re deliberately different...
We are driven by purpose,
progress, and performance.

Cultivating new leadership
for a changing world.

EXECUTIVE SEARCH +
STRATEGIC HUMAN
RESOURCES CONSULTING

Let’s work together and create
lasting, sustainable impact.
DIVERSIFIEDSEARCHGROUP.COM

FAROHR.COM

Thank you to IIC Partners for being a Conference Gold Sponsor

Thank you to Slayton Search for being a Conference Gold Sponsor

GLOBAL SCALE
AND EXPERTISE

“

Joining IIC Partners was one of the best
decisions our firm has made. Not only have
we built genuine relationships with our
colleagues in member firms around the
world, we have also grown our business
through collaboration and referrals. IIC
provides global scale and expertise that
differentiates Pearson Partners International
in the competitive landscape.

”

—Renee Baker Arrington, President & COO,
Pearson Partners International, Inc.

IIC Partners empowers
leaders to make bold moves

SUCCESS IS MORE THAN
POSITIVE OUTCOMES.
IT’S THE POSITIVE
EXPERIENCES WE
DELIVER FOR OUR
CLIENTS.

slaytonsearch.com

Thank you to WittKieffer for being a Conference Gold Sponsor

IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIFE THROUGH IMPACTFUL LEADERSHIP

WittKieffer is a truly unique global
leadership search and advisory firm
•

Over 50 years of client excellence

•

Focused on a “quality of life” ecosystem – in healthcare,
education and the life sciences

•

A culture of purpose, collaboration and trust

•

A commitment to investing in people, technology and solutions

What we do at WittKieffer matters. We fulfill our purpose when our team members feel
they can fulfill their personal objectives, do their best work and advance in their careers.
Learn more about what makes us special at Wittkieffer.com.

Diversity
in 2022
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Gender parity within the
profession represented in
most geographic regions.

Gender Balance of AESC Members by Country

Europe and the Middle East are the least gender
diverse regions within the profession. Asia is at near
parity for both management and partner/consultant
level. North America, Latin America, the Pacific and
Africa represent the most gender diverse regions
within the profession.
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The profession trends more
diverse overall, but there is
more work to be done.
Based on survey respondents, an estimated
one in five individuals in the profession consider
themselves underrepresented based on gender, race
& ethnicity, nationality, age, sexual orientation or
disability.
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Less than half of AESC
members are collecting
employee diversity data
beyond gender or age.
According to firm leaders, a majority of AESC
member firms are collecting employee gender data,
while about half are collecting age data. More than
a third collect employee data for race/ethnicity
and nationality. Few AESC members are collecting
employee diversity data based on sexual orientation
or disability.
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Demographics
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Respondents by Region
North America
26%

Europe
41%

Latin America
12%

MENA
4%

Africa
3%

Asia
10%

Pacific
4%

Thank you to the following firms for providing additional
data that informed our study.
• Amrop

• Sheffield Haworth

• Boyden

• Signium

• Heidrick & Struggles

• Spencer Stuart

• Odgers Berndtson

• Stanton Chase

• Panorama

• WittKieffer

• Russell Reynolds Associates
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ADVANCE YOUR CAREER
Leading-edge certificate programs for senior professionals in executive
search, senior talent acquisition and leadership consulting.
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN
EXECUTIVE TALENT
September – December 2022
AESC | Cornell programs offer leading methodologies in human capital, leadership and strategy.
Designed in partnership with Cornell University, ILR School, the programs provide a blend of
academia and industry perspectives with practical application, backed by the latest research.

APPLY TODAY
aesc.org/cornell

QUESTIONS?

Email education@aesc.org
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Diversify the
Talent Pool with
BlueSteps.
The executive candidate
database by AESC
for AESC members.

bluesteps.aesc.org

View candidate
profiles by
industry,
function &
diversity
networks.
Access CVs &
compensation
information.

Advertise a
search or post
your senior
internal jobs.
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ABOUT THE ASSOCIATION OF EXECUTIVE SEARCH
AND LEADERSHIP CONSULTANTS
Since 1959, AESC has set the quality standard for the executive search and leadership
advisory profession. AESC Members represent 16,000+ trusted professionals in 1,200+
offices, spanning 70+ countries. AESC Members are recognized leaders of global executive
search and leadership advisory solutions. They leverage their access and expertise to place
more than 100,000 executives each year in board of directors and C-level positions for the
world’s leading organizations of all types and sizes. Dedicated to strengthening leadership
worldwide, AESC and its members share a deep commitment to the highest quality
standards in executive search and leadership consulting—for the benefit of clients and the
profession. We Shape. Connect. Educate. Learn more about us at aesc.org
For AESC’s career service for executive-level candidates, visit bluesteps.com. Since 2000,
BlueSteps has empowered director-level through C-Suite professionals in 70+ countries with
the insights and resources to build a competitive business plan for their careers. A service
of the Association of Executive Search and Leadership Consultants (AESC), BlueSteps shares
career intel, advice and opportunities candidates can’t get anywhere else—straight from
the world’s leading executive search firms.

We Shape. Connect. Educate.
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